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Basic Information 
 

Course Regular Course Compulsory / Elective Elective 
Grade 5th Number of Credits 1 
Semester 1st Semester Credit Type Special Credit Type 2 
Class Type Technical Subject 

 
Course Objectives 
 
It's learned about the outline of a microcomputer, a control system using this and a realization method of 
real time control. 
1. It's understood about the outline of a microcomputer. 
2. It's understood about a realization method of a system using a microcomputer. 
3. It's understood about a real-time system. 
 
Topic Outline / Schedule 
 

Week Topic Outline 
1 History of a microcomputer It's understood about history of a microcomputer. 
2 Application field of a 

microcomputer 
It's understood about application field of a 
microcomputer. 

3 The construction of the 
microcomputer 

It's understood about the construction of the 
microcomputer. 

4 Basic action of CPU It's understood about basic action of CPU. 
5 Main bus and timing of basic 

action 
It's understood about Main bus and timing of basic 
action. 

6 Interrupt It's understood about interrupt. 
7 Mid-term Exam  
8 Parallel interface It's understood about parallel interface. 
9 Serial interface It's understood about serial interface. 
10 Quantization It's understood about quantization, sampling. 
11 AD conversion and AD converter It's understood about AD conversion and AD converter. 
12 DA conversion and DA converter It's understood about DA conversion and DA converter. 
13 Real-time operating system 1 It's understood about the outline of a real-time operating 

system. 
14 Real-time operating system 2 It's understood about system construction method using 

a real-time operating system. 
15 Final Exam  
16 Final Exam Review  

  
 
Textbooks and Other Readings 
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T. Matsuda,  Microcomputer technology guide, CORONA PUBLISING CO., LTD..., (in Japanese) 
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Relevant Online Resources 
 
 
Grading Policy 
 
Grading will be based on mid-term exams and final exams on each semester80%, assignment20%. To get 
credit, you need to get 60 or more points in total. 
 
 
Course Description 
 
It's explained about a construction method of microcomputer system in conformity with use and a built-in 
system, so please use it for work after graduation. 
Preparation isn't necessary in particular, but please solve the practice problems which are indicated by the 
print distributed during class tightly and review the class. 
. 
 


